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Recently, several studies have been carried out on sol–gel films for optical applications, mostly motivated by the quickness and low cost of the film preparation process. In order to preserve the coherence properties of the light, improvements in the current quality of such films are necessary as well as appropriate techniques for structural characterization and quality control. X-ray specular reflectivity could be one of such techniques, but it is limited by the complexity of the internal nanostructure of the films. In this work, we have developed a procedure to extract the exact density profile of sol–gel films, and applied it to analyze a sol–gel derived Er₂O₃ film. © 2002 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1436271]

Sol-gel films have been widely investigated for optical applications due to their very low cost and fast preparation process. Layered films of different density and thickness can easily produce waveguides for visible light as well as for hard x rays. In high-brilliance synchrotron radiation sources, x-ray waveguides have become an important optical device that can lead to new developments in x-ray microscopy and characterization techniques with submicron-scale resolution. Waveguides are basically composed of a multilayer structure including a light material onto a heavier one, whose waveguidance efficiency is strongly enhanced by overcoating the top surface with a very thin layer as dense as the bottom one. For most applications, coherence of the waveguided x rays is crucial. Interface roughness does generate incoherent scattering that compromises the coherence of the beam exiting the waveguide and, at values above a few nanometers, the roughness can destroy the guided modes.

The detailed structure of sol–gel films is still under investigation. The dynamics of nanoparticles coalescence during firing, or heat treatment, can generate abrupt density variations and porosity inside a single film. Both features contribute to reduce the lateral coherence length, and they would give rise to a sort of internal roughness that, in terms of incoherent scattering, plays the same role as interface roughness. Then, at the present status of film preparation, it is evident that a characterization tool is needed for analyzing the structure of the films at a nanometer scale. It would provide the necessary information to improve the procedures for producing high quality sol–gel films. Density profile and internal roughness, besides thickness, are the most important parameters to be extracted and correlated to the variables of the preparation procedure, such as coating speed and firing temperature.

X-ray specular reflectivity is a nondestructive characterization method applied to a large variety of thin-film materials. For laterally uniform films, grazing incidence reflectivity measurements can be applied equally effectively to single crystal, polycrystalline, or amorphous films. The specular scattering in the region just above the critical angle contains information not only on the longitudinal electron density and thickness of submicron films, but also on the surface and interface roughness at atomic scale. Since, through a simple inverse transformation of the scattered intensity, is not possible to obtain all the film parameters, the adopted approach for the interpretation of reflectivity data has been the simulation of the scattering from a model structure and adjustment of parameters until a good fit is obtained. Besides the difficulties involved in this last step, i.e., in the parameters adjustment, the technique is limited by the preliminary knowledge of the structure of the film. Exceptions are single layers with uniform density and thickness, which are extracted directly from the curves. Otherwise, the best possible fit will be satisfactory only when the correct model has been assumed, i.e., a model that has a number of adjustable parameters that describe the actual structure of the film. For sol–gel films, the uniform single-layer model is useful only to estimate the thickness and average (or apparent) density. In this letter, we are proposing an adjustable model structure able to extract the longitudinal density profile of sol–gel films from the x-ray specular curve.

Figure 1 shows the experimental x-ray reflectivity curve (open circles) of a three-layer film deposited by dip coating on a glass plate in a sol–gel solution containing Er₂O₃ nanoparticles. Each single-layer dip was followed by firing at 500 °C for a few minutes in order to eliminate the gel and the organic cap of the nanoparticles. The detailed process for producing such films has been described elsewhere. The grazing incidence x-ray reflectivity measurements were performed in a high-resolution x-ray diffractometer (Philips X’Pert-MRD) equipped with a Cu x-ray tube in the line focus. The primary optics (for the incident beam) was composed of a Soller slit, a 1/32° divergence slit, and an attenuator. For the secondary optics (reflected beam) we used, before the detector, a parallel beam collimator, a 0.1 mm anticrystal slit and a flat crystal graphite monochromator. Before starting measurement, the sample height and the goni-
ometry zero points \((2\theta \text{ and } \omega = 0)\) were precisely adjusted. The reflectivity spectra were recorded by a longitudinal scan in the reciprocal space, \(\omega/2\theta \text{ scan}\). The attenuator is used for angles lower than a predefined angle to avoid the detector damage due to a very intense incident radiation. The attenuator factor is automatically computed during the measurement, allowing a dynamical scale of eight orders of magnitude.

In order to fit the experimental curve in Fig. 1, three possible models were considered for the structure of the \(\text{Er}_2\text{O}_3\) film: the single-layer model (M1), the multislab model (M8) and the multislab model with roughness at the interfaces between each slab (M8r). A cover layer of composition 2H:1C:2N:5O, which might be present due to air contamination, has been added to all models, and it has significantly improved the fitting quality. The differential evolution algorithm,\(^{13}\) a genetic algorithm, allowed to adjust the parameters of the models until the reflectivity simulation program\(^{14}\) generates the best possible fit with the experimental data. The fitting evolution is driven by mean-absolute error of the log-transformed data. In the Parratt’s recursion relation formalism\(^{15}\) employed by the simulation program, the effects of roughness are taken into account by reducing the Fresnel reflection amplitude, \(r_f\), of each interface. The expression for such reduction at the \(j\)th interface, between slabs \(j\) and \(j+1\), is given\(^{16}\) by

\[
\exp[-2k_2j k_{z,j+1}\sigma_j^2],
\]

where \(\sigma_j\) stands for the Gaussian width of the interface due to roughness, and \(k_{z,j}\) is the longitudinal component of the wavevector in the slab \(j\).

The single-layer model M1 shows that the \(\text{Er}_2\text{O}_3\) film is about 24 nm thick with a density of 6.93 g/cm\(^3\). By dividing this thickness into eight slabs, we came out with the M8 model, which has seven slabs of 3 nm plus one last slab of adjustable thickness. Since no roughness is allowed for the seven first slabs, only the density values are adjustable parameters for these slabs. The best fit obtained with this model is shown in Fig. 1(a), and it is practically identical to the previous one. The average density of the slabs is also 6.93 g/cm\(^3\), with a deviation from one slab to another not larger than 1.3% \((\pm 0.09 \text{ g/cm}^3)\). The other parameters are given in the inset of Fig. 1(a). However, the remarkable good fitting in Fig. 1(b) could only be achieved with the M8r model, which is the same as M8 but with seven new adjustable parameters, standing for the roughness at the interfaces between adjacent slabs. Other models with less than eight slabs did not succeed in fitting the experimental data, and that is the reason for having the film thickness divided into eight slabs in both M8 and M8r models. The exact structure of the film determined by the M8r model is shown in Fig. 2. The final density values of the slabs do not differ from those in Fig. 2 by more than 2.5%, independently from their initial values (in the range 4–10 g/cm\(^3\)). On the other hand, the sensitivity of the fit to the roughness values depends on the density variation throughout each interface. For instance, the fit deviation bounces 5% if the roughness at \(z = 0\) \((|\Delta \rho/\rho| = 14.768)\) changes only 2%. But at \(z = 12\) nm \((|\Delta \rho/\rho| = 0.065)\), a 32% difference in the roughness value would be necessary to obtain the same deviation. Physically, it means that the total scattering has low sensitivity to roughness at interfaces with small Fresnel reflection coefficient, i.e., at
from x-ray specular reflectivity curves. The calculated specular reflectivity simulation program used as mentioned. The M8r model is able to extract the density profile, which is more complex than just the average density, only when the reflectivity reduction is properly taken into account by the internal roughness. The two minima of the density profile observed in Fig. 2, around 4.5 and 12 nm, are correlated to the number of dipping procedures (three in this case) used to prepare the film. After each single-layer deposition, the fired layer has a lower density towards the surface, and subsequent overcoating and heating did not restore the density of the previous surface. The first single-layer has a thickness of about 6 nm and each subsequent layer adds approximately 9 nm to the total thickness. Then, a length scale resolution of 3 nm, the slab thickness, was necessary to resolve the profile. The presence of a low-density cover layer has been observed in other sol–gel films. Although the thickness of this layer (2.3 ± 0.5 nm; hereafter the errors are estimated by fit deviation bouncing 5%) is still larger than the one expected for a contamination layer due to absorption of air species, it should be noted that this thickness is significantly smaller than the value (4.8 ± 1.0 nm) estimated by using the M1 or M8 models [inset of Fig. 1(a)]. Moreover, the roughness value at the surface of the multilayer film has increased when the correct model was used. This is a critical value for sol–gel derived waveguide films because it will be the interface between two compounds of very different densities. For instance, in an hypothetical Er₂O₃/β-SiO₂/Er₅O₃ x-ray (8 keV) waveguide, a significant decrease in the intensity of the guided modes is observed for interface roughness values above 1.2 nm. At 2.0 nm, the modes are completely destroyed. These data were deduced from the same reflectivity simulation program used as mentioned.

In summary, we have demonstrated that detailed density profiles of single compound sol–gel films can be extracted from x-ray specular reflectivity curves. The calculated spectrum can be precisely adjusted to the measured one by using a multislab model with internal roughness, i.e., with roughness at each slab interface. The model takes into account the diffuse scattering generated inside the film, which is an evidence of internal porosity. The density profile extracted by the appropriated model allows us to conclude that the shrinkage during firing introduces some riffs at each single-layer interface as well as at the external surface, as schematized in the inset of Fig. 2. Characterization of sol–gel films with specular reflectivity assuming a single-slab film also leads to imprecise values of the cover-contamination layer thickness and surface roughness.
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